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As of June 1992, the U.S. Congress was in the process of new national standards on
lamps, motors, showerheads and faucets, and commercial HVAC The "consensus standards"
have the support of energy efficiency advocates as well as acceptance by manufacturers. For
most product categories, the legislation contains initial standards that win eliminate the of less
efficient products once the standards take effect. For other product categories, the directs the
U.S. Department of Energy to adopt standards if DOE determines that standards are tecJt1D1iCalJlY H ..'Ql.';'~IIJAV..

economically justified, and will result in significant energy savings.

These standards should contribute more energy savings than any other in the COlnplrehlenS,lve
energy legislation moving through Congress. It is estimated that the standards win reduce prc~lec,tea

national electricity demand by 1.5% and 2.1 % in 2000 and energy
should reach about 0.7 Quads/yr by 2000 and over 1.2 of nfi1r'rHU'''''

energy saved cumulatively 1993-2010.

States and utilities should take a number of actions if the standards are enacted. Since the new federal
standards will preempt state standards, states should focus on adopting their own standards for pr()OUlcts
left out of the national legislation (e.g., large air where such actions are
warranted. states can standards that do not to such as
11gJtltlIlg power limits for commercial i'JUll1C11n2S.

Utilities and regulators should take account of the standards as forecast demand and
conduct Also, utilities should adjust their DSM programs once the standards
take effect not so that are not that are the standards.
Utilities should take of the and for luminaires and office

prc)m()tmljI efficient equipment through rebate programs and other means. utilities
should encourage the and commercialization of efficient for
the of covered in the carrot" programs.

Introduction and Status

Standards are

standards unless a state can demonstrate it has an emer-
gency that necessitates its of more
standards. manufacturers agreed to
national standards in order to avoid a O'l"n'\Xll1'1IO' D~atCjtlW4DrK

of state advocates and states
national standards are set at rpJ~:lh\J'p:lv

C!t''ll'''1IlnO,~nt' levels.

national standards on electrical are
expected to save approximately 72 billion and cut

power demand MW by 2000 to
one estimate Gener and Miller 1988).

federal standards as of mid-1990 are
nrc.lecled. to save 21 energy the
1990-2015 billion in net economic

for consumers et al$ Additional

The national aPt~HaJrlCe and ballast standards followed the
successful of standards California and
other states 9 The national standards preempt state

National minimUlTI standards were
tnr~::>UE~n the enactment of the National ApIPH;anc~e

Conservation Act of 1987 NAECA applies to
air water

........... ,.."'-.........'......... , and other residential aplpluIDc;es. national
P.t"i"lIf"o'l1l4::a.n("l'" standards were adcrpte~ in 1988 for fluorescent
UgJltUJlg ballasts. The which apply at the point
of manufacture or remove inefficient products
from the that all consumers

of moderate or high efficiency.
hl"'ll('b~lmhl set so that the vast majority of

eQIuplrnellt plurcnaSlers save money on a life-cycle basis.



energy and economic savings will result from revised
standards which the u.s. Department of Energy is
required to issue if it determines that more stringent
standards are technologically feasible and economicaHy

It is reasonable to extend minimum efficiency standards to
motors, showerheads, faucets, and commercial

.IU.......~~ ...JUUl.;~, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) equip
ment. For these products, both standard and improved
efficiency products are widely available; substantial energy

can be realized; higher efficiency products are
cost effective to end-users as a whole; and many con
sumers and businesses are now purchasing less-efficient
products due to a wide range of factors. For example,

about 20% of motors and only about 20-40% of
fluorescent lamps sold in the United States as of 1988
were efficiency or energy-saving types (Nadel and
Geller

standards for these products were
the American Council for an Energy-Efficient

bC()XlOmv in 1990. These standards were incorporated into
the Standards Act of 1991
Kepre~serltatlve I\/al n'<!"'~T.e!.'T and others. In

of the DrC)[)o:sed
standards were to a extent by the
and Power Subcommittee of the House of Ke;Drf~Se)t1ta1tlVC;'S

when it energy in mid
1991$

Faced with the likelihood that energy would
include the manufacturers
of these decided to
standards with energy advocatese The n~()"nn:~

lions centered around the details of initial standards,
mCIUdm~ the levels and effective the list
of excluded and the process for stan-
dards~ were reached with aU rele-
vant associations. The consensus standards were
then into energy as it moved
thr,ou~~n both the House of and Senate.
The is to be enacted into law in the
second half of 1992.

Description of Standards

The different standards established in the
are summarized in Table 1. More detailed

information on the standards is described in the sections
below.
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lamps

The proposed lamp standards are based on standards
developed for Massachusetts. These standards were care
fully developed and analyzed (Nadel et aL 1989), but
were never issued due to political events in that state. The
proposal includes initial standards on four-foot and eight
foot fluorescent lamps and incandescent reflector lamps,
commonly referred to as flood and spot lights (see
Table 2).

The standards are performance-based and are expressed in
terms of minimum lumens of light output per watt of
energy use (lumens per watt -- While it difficult to
summarize the proposed regulations in a few sentences,
the approximate impact is as foHows:

Fluorescent lamps. all reduced-wattage
lamps (e.g., 34 watt four-foot lamps) as wen as tri
phosphor, cathode cutout, and reduced diameter

lamps win comply.

Incandescent reflector lamps~ all tuIlgs'ten
halogen as wen as eUll"otJ.Ca! reflector lamps will
comply.

have LPW values that are generally
2-20% higher than the standard lamps that will be
eliminated when the standards take effect (Nadel and
Geller In addition, many purpose lamps,
which are in limited use or for which there are presently
no energy-saving substitutes, are exempted from the initial
standardse

The initial standards win be periodically reviewed if
'rV_Jl.AUl.ALIi.""""o.&~ revised DOE. Under the DOE
must this review process five years and ten after
passage of the revisions to the standards take
effect three years after are issued~

Initial standards are not included. in the legislation for
ordinary incandescent lamps (known as general service
incandescent lamps). In this category, manufacturers do
produce some energy-saving lamps and halogen lamps that
have higher LPW levels than standard lamps. The legisla
tion calls for energy efficiency labeling to promote both
improved incandescent lamps and compact fluorescent
lamps. DOE is required to assess the effectiveness of this
labeling program and then consider issuing standards on
general service incandescent lamps. DOE must complete
this rulemaking within five and a half years from the date
of enactment of the lei2~ls1atl~Dn.
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reQutr~:;s DOE toThe leRJlslaltlon
standards on
years of enactment of the

include mercury vapor, metal
sodium This could
further Pf()Ollctllon of less mercury vapor

In these rulem.aK1lD2S., DOE is instructed to use
the criteria in the 1987 standards lej2;lslatl~Dn.

otors

from date of enactment before the standards take effect.
The was manufacturers who

that thousands of motors win be affected and that
and certification of new takes many years.

As with under the DOE is to
reviews of the initial motor standards and

for standards five and ten years
after passage of the legislation. New standards nrCllrnH 1

this procedure take effect five to seven
years after the final are PUI:HlSl.ne~cL

For both of these Dr()Celedln2:S~ DOE is instructed to use
the criteria in the standards mo..nr1l0@,.1If"-.lr."ll"B

The legislation also requires DOE to consider ao()ptJm2

efficiency standards on motors under 1 in size
and to complete tills rulemaking within four years from
enactment of the If DOE issues standards on
small motors, manufacturers will have five to seven years
before the take effect.

The motor standards
so-caned motors
motors in the range of 1-200 bo]rSelDO~ver

are based on minimum
develo d within the motor lII-nrhllC'lt-'ll"'l!r

motors that win be
stan.dards take effect are 2-10% more efficient
than motors, on motor size
et aL Manufacturers will have five to seven years
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if DOE concludes that more standards are
feasible and justified, it can

waive of state standards not issue strlDn,:?;er
federal DOE can waive federal preemp-
tion of state standards on these products if ASME does
not revise its standards within five years of the n18"~~'T1/"'ilC!

revision.

Commercial HVAC Equipment

The national also contains flow rate limits on
toilets and urinals. 'rhis is intended to
conserve water, but it also will result in a some energy

from reduced water and wastewater
treatment.

sbuldards cover and
eqlUpJlIleJrlt used in housing and small commercial build

The proposed legislation extends standards to certain
types of larger air conditioning heat pumps,

boilers, and water heaters Table 4). The
initial minimum are derived from
ASHRAE standard 90.1, the most recent model commer-
cial building standard issued ASHRAE

consumer acc:eptan(~e

Geller
1994.

Under the DOE cannot revise the showerhead
and faucet standards on its own initiative. the
initiative for new standards rests with the
American of Mechanical
When ASME l1f';,!emc)n~ new DOE is instructed
to review and them as federal standards. Howe'ver

Numerous states have maximum flow limits on
showerheads and faucets. water flow means that
less energy is consumed for water in addition to
less watet The contains
flow rate standards for and
bathroom faucets of 2.5
ured at a water pressure of 80
is the most restrictive
enacted and into effect For ..._................>.1,

1l"\"lt"t:!b'1i.71/,,1j,1I1lIClllu a<1001too stana~lra:s, with the reC!Uilred
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fe<.1luu·errlents for HVAC equipment as of January 1, 1992
in ASHRAE 90.1 become national standards on January 1,

and Nadel

1994 for most of In a few cate
gories, national standards do not take effect until

1, 1995.



The HVAC standards can be updated after ASHRAE
revises its model standards. DOE is directed to issue
national standards based on the revised ASHRAE stan
dards for HVAC equipment unless DOE determines that
more stringent standards are technologically feasible,
economically justified, and would result in significant
additional energy savings. Such revised national standards
would not take effect until two to three years after the
effective date of the amended ASHRAE model standard
(or four years if DOE adopts a standard that is stronger
than ASHRAE's).

and labeling will enable consumers to identify more
efficient products, allow utilities to promote efficient
equipment through rebate programs and other means, and
should stimulate manufacturers to improve energy per
formance. The legislation allows two to three years for
establishing the test procedures and labeling programss

Energy Savings Analysis

Methodology

Very large air conditioning systems (known as chillers)
and unitary systems greater than 20 tons in cooling
capacity are excluded. from the national standards. Even
though these products are included in the ASHRAE model
standard and consequently in some state building codes,
manufacturers argued that large air conditioning systems
are custom-designed and site-assembled rather than mass-

them inappropriate for national stan-
dards that to manufacturers or importers.

We have made a preliminary estimate of the approximate
energy savings that will result from the new standards 0

The analysis is based on a spreadsheet model that
estimates energy and demand savings in 2000 and 2010 as
the product of:

1. Projected annual sales of each product

2$ Estimates of the fraction of new sales covered the
standards once they take effect;

per product causedpower5. Estimated
the sta!lCJ.aJraS;

4. The number of years sales win be affected.
standards (Le. the difference between the effective
year of the standard and the last year in the analysis

or up to the average life of each of

3. Estimates of the fraction of covered that are
influenced by the standards ,accounting for

that win be energy efficient in the year
standards take effect even if the standards were not
adopted);

In addition to air conditioning systems, as a result of
the give and take of negotiations between manufacturers
and advocates, minimum efficiency standards
were not established for several other categories of
commercial HVAC covered by ASHRAE 90s 1
mc,ludmg unit duct and water-
cooled heat pumps. Furthermore, for packaged cooling

the ASHRAE standard establishes both full
load and load the fun load
values are included in the national legislation in the
interest of the standards and because the

load values included in the ASHRAE standard are set
low that an that meet the fun load
values also meet the load valueso

ther Equipment

The DOE to consider
lDllllmum standards on distribution trans-
formers. Distribution transformers consume about 2% of

in the United States core
losses. transformers can reduce these
losses The legislation requires
DOE to issue transformer standards if feasible
within three years from date of enactmenL

nrC)Do:sea le2:IS!~1t1c~n also the development of
and labeling programs in two

&..JJl'll,J'UU~... ll. areas: luminaires (i.e., fluorescent light fixtures)
and office (Le., personal computers, printers,

In both areas, standardized efficiency
is not

6. The average annual hours of each of
equipment (used only for estimating annual energy
savings).

In developing assumptions for the spreadsheet
models, data were obtained from many sources $ Pr(111fl'~.ted

annual sales were generally based on sales in recent years
as reported by the u.s. Census Bureau in its Current
Industrial Reports series. The other assumptions in the
analysis were based on discussions with industry experts
and on published reports on these issues. Major sources
for these estimates were as foHows: lamps -- Nadel et aL
(1989); motors -- Nadel et aL (1991); commercial HVAC
equipment -- Chiu and Zaloudek (1987), Tecogen (1986),
and Block (1992); showerheads and faucets -- Maddaus
(1987) and Vickers (1989); office -- Norford



et a1. (1990). Additional details on the analysis and the
sources for specific assumptions can be found in
Mnl~k'"("vlt'7._ Nadel and Geller (1991).

contribute more energy savings than any other provision
in the comprehensive energy legislation through
Congress (Geller et at 1992).

In conducting this analysis of energy savings from the
standards, we included both products where specific
standards are established in the legislation and products
for which standards will be established through DOE
rulemaking. In estimating savings from standards estab
lished. our estimates use the effective dates
established in the legislation and assume standards of
modest stringency. The actual standards promulgated by
DOE may range from no standard to a standard substan-

stronger than we have estimated.

In aU of our estimates we do not include or make any
assumptions about revised standards that may be promul
gated by DOE in the future to replace the initial standards.
In this our is conservative since it
to a time which revised stan-
dards are for many of the products.

pportunities for Efficiency
p e ents on ffected

Equip ent

The initial efficiency standards established by the legis
lation are not very As shown in
Table 5, for most types of covered equipment, a substan
tial segment of current sales meets the standards. In many
cases, equipment is on the market which exceeds the stan
dards by a significant degree.

For T8 fluorescent lamps have an of 90
lumens per watt -- 20% better than the minimum effi-

standard. Similarly, infrared
have an efficacy of 20 lumens per

watt -- up to 40% better than the minimum efficiency
standard and Geller 1991).

Motors conventional technologies are sold today
with efficiencies of 85.5% to 96.2%

horsepower) -- 1-3 % better than the minimum effi
ciency standards et al. motors
now entering the market based on unconventional UV~IJ.~U,';'.

such as brushless DC motors and switched reluctance
motors can mot()r efficiencies up to
20% (Nadel et aL

showerheads with flow rates of 2.0 or less
(20% better than the standard) are produced by a number
of manufacturers, and have received high satisfaction
ratings from consumers

The availability of this shows that there are
substantial opportunities for DSM programs and
other voluntary programs to promote efficiency lmltlt"ove

ments. Furthermore, there may be substantial VVII."""Jl',~JU.J.

ties to tighten the minimum standards in the
future.

The air-cooled commercial
systems on the market in 1992 have an EER VJLII.Jl'V.m.",,'A.I.'V'jI

of 9.6 -- 7% better than the standard 1992).
HC~Wf~verA utilities are now planning to offer rebates for
units with EERs of 12 or more, and manufacturers have
indicated that with sufficient lead time and market

can the desired com-
munication with D.J. Pacific Gas and Electric
Co., 1992.)

'Table 5 summarizes the energy
electrical of

o~~:-n'rp'n pr(Jldu~~ts" the orcnecloo
120 trillion 2000 and 260 trillion

20100 Showerheads and faucets
with fuel-fired water contribute about three-

of the oil and gas while commercial
eejll1pJrneltlt contribute the rernalmIJlg ....o:J~'" •• ,= ... ~

estimates. For the
50 billion ..... ",OJ"" ,"", ...

to over 85 billion
rep1resent 1.5% and 2.1 %

~ltJi,~t~1~11ru C~Dns.un:1Dtlon in 2000 and
reduction in peak

power demand reaches 2000 and
MW 2010. It should be that these esti-
mates are non-coincident among as well as with
overall electrical loads utilities.

the covered fluorescent contribute
the most Incandescent showerheads
OUlldJJags with electric water and motors also
n~·r<~~T1lr~.("" considerable ,::ltlaA~t-r1~1I~",{1 ......"' .. ~....... ..,,~

When use is converted to energy
a conversion factor of 1 Bros/kWh (to account for
gerter2ltlo:n, ti'anf~mJlSSl0n, and distribution the total

energy for an the products reach 0.7
2000 and over 1.2 by 2010. The

estimated cumulative energy during 1993-2010 is
12.2 to 52 days of national energy use
at the current rate. the standat"ds should

6" 78 ... Geller and Nadel
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State Issues

UtiUty ISS;lJes

onclusion

Utilities also can encourage the development and commer
cialization of innovative, highly efficient technologies in
the areas covered in the legislation. This can be done
through so-called. "golden carrot" programs, whereby a
number of utilities promise rebates if products are intro
duced that meet certain performance criteria. The develop
ment and introduction of these highly efficient products
then facilitates the adoption of more stringent standards
when DOE conducts its reviewe A number of utilities are
now participating in an initial golden carrot program for
refrigerators (L'Ecuyer 1992)e Similar programs may be
possible in the areas of commercial HVAC equipment and
motorSe Moreover, the House bill directs DOE to support
the of golden carrot programs.

National minimum efficiency standards for lamps, motors,
showerheads and faucets, and commercial HVAC equip
ment are on the horizon. Standards on distribution trans
formers also could be adopted along with testing and
labeling requirements for luminaires and office equipment.
It is likely that the standards and other requirements win
be enacted in 1992 as part of comprehensive energy legis
lation. If the bill fails to be enacted this year (due to
issues besides the equipment standards), the standards are
likely to be adopted in the near future since they were
agreed to manufacturers and energy efficiency
advocates.

The testing and labeling requirements for luminaires and
office equipment should open new areas for utility DSM
activity. Once standardized efficiency testing begins,
utilities will be able to promote the purchase of more
efficient products through rebate programs and other
means. Assuming the legislation is enacted later this year,
comprehensive data on luminaire and office equipment
efficiency should become available in approximately 1995.

Initial requirements, including those in the legislation and
those left to DOE to promulgate, should result in signifi
cant energy savings .. We estimate that the standards will
reduce projected national electricity demand by 1.5% and
2 .. 1% in 2000 and 2010, respectively. Primary energy
savings should reach about 0 .. 7 Quads/yr by 2000 and
over 1.2 Quads/yr by 2010, with 12.2 Quads of primary
energy saved cumulatively during 1993-2010. The savings
could be even greater if DOE revises the initial standards
following the procedures and timetables set out in the
agreementse

for

Regarding federal preemption of states' authority to set
standards on the products covered in the proposed legis
lation, in general the legislation follows the 1987 NAECA
lawe Once the law is enacted, states are preempted from
setting more stringent standards on the products for which
there are federal standards.. Existing state standards are
grandfathered and new state standards may be enforced up
to the effective date of the federal law.. Also, states can
adopt their own standards on general service incandescent
lamps, fUn lamps, small motors, and distribution trans
formers if they act before the federal government adopts
specific standards on these products .. Of course states can
still efficiency standards on large air conditioning

and other products left out of the national
legislation..

Implications for tates and
Utilities

As mentioned the HVAC standards
included in the bins are based on the values in the
ASHRAE 90.1 model standard.. however, are
allowed to adopt building codes that contain the HVAC
eqlllpltnelt1t standards recommended by ASHRAE to
their federal law.

As noted in the the standards are
eXT,ec'ted. to have a non-trivial on national elec-

usee It win be for utilities and energy
plann:mjz authorities to take account of the standards as

forecast demand and conduct mtle~I'ate~

resource The standards should utilities to
avoid or defer numerous new power in fact
win not realize the fuU economic benefits of the standards
unless this construction is avoidede

The standards also have
programs. Utilities should

DSM
some of the

the standards (eeg.,
fluorescent and energy-efficient

1l1"lIntn'll"'l:!\ as the effective dates approach or occure Utilities
fmd it cost effective and beneficial to continue

prC)m()tUll2 T8 and other products that are signifi-
more efficient than the initial minimum standards.

p..VLI.V£lOJU, utilities should carefully monitor market trends
and conservation on a product-by-product
basise

6"80 - Geller and Nadel



A relatively simple methodology was used to generate
these energy savings estimates. More sophisticated
analysis of energy savings as well as economic, utility,
and environmental impacts should be performed. Models
comparable to those used to assess the national appliance
efficiency standards are needed for this purpose. Develop
ing these models and performing the assessments of stan
dards specified in the bill will require a significant effort
on the part of the u.s. DOE.

States and utilities should take a number of actions if the
standards are enacted. Since the new federal standards will
preempt state standards, states should focus on adopting
standards on products left out of the national legislation
such as large air conditioning equipment. Utilities and
regulators should take account of the standards as they
forecast electricity demand and conduct integrated
resource planning. Also, utilities should adjust their DSM
programs once the standards take effect (if not sooner) so
that are not promoting products that would be pro
duced and sold anyway.
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